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Some Applications of Watson’s Perturbation
Approach to Random Matrices
Frits H. Ruymgaart and Song Yang
Texas Tech University
In this note we draw attention to Watson’s (1983) perturbation approach to
random matrices, by which the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors can be derived in a very elegant way. We extend his result to functions of
matrices and give some applications in principal component analysis, multivariate
analysis, and canonical correlations.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Exploiting Kato’s (1966) perturbation theory, Watson (1983) derives the
asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric
random matrices in an extremely elegant way. In this note we want to draw
attention to Watson’s results by a slight elaboration and some applications.
Although these applications may not always yield new results we believe
that the method of proof along the lines established in Watson (1983) is of
independent interest.
More specifically, let M n be symmetric l_l random matrices (n # N) for
which it is known that
- n (M n&M ) d G, as n  , (1.1)
where M is a nonrandom symmetric l_l matrix and G an l_l symmetric
Gaussian matrix with 0 mean. We will assume throughout that M has l dis-
tinct eigenvalues *1 , ..., *l with corresponding eigenvectors p1 , ..., pl , so that
for n sufficiently large M n will have distinct eigenvalues * n1 , ..., * nl with
arbitrarily high probability, the corresponding eigenvectors of which will be
denoted by p^n1 , ..., p^nl . Vectors will be considered as columns and for the
projections on the one-dimensional subspaces spanned by the pj and p^nj we
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write: Pj := pj pj* and P nj := p^nj p^*jn respectively, using a ‘‘star’’ to denote
transpose.
By considering the M n as random perturbations of M, in the section
called ‘‘The key to Kato’’ Watson (1983) derives the following results from
(1.1):
n12(P nj&Pj) d :
k{j
PkGPj+Pj GPk
*j&*k
, as n  , (1.2)
n12(* nj&*j) d tr GPj , as n  . (1.3)
In Section 2 we use these results to establish weak convergence of a smooth
function of M n , and give an example that includes M &1n , M
&12
n and M n
itself as special cases. In Section 3 we give an interesting alternative proof
of a well-known result (Anderson (1963)) regarding the asymptotic inde-
pendence of the principal components. Also in that section we consider the
asymptotic distribution theory for certain robust principal components. In
Section 4 we consider the asymptotics of Roy’s (1953) union intersection
statistic for the multivariate &-sample problem under a fixed alternative.
Finally, in Section 5 we consider the asymptotic distribution of the first
canonical correlation, also under a kind of fixed ‘‘alternative’’.
2. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF A SMOOTH FUNCTION
OF A RANDOM MATRIX
For any symmetric l_l matrix M with eigenvalues *1 , ..., *l , and corre-
sponding eigenvectors p1 , ..., pl and projections Pj := pj pj* we define, as
usual
.(M ) := :
l
j=1
.(*j) Pj , (2.1)
where . : R  R is arbitrary.
Theorem 2.1. Let I/R be an open interval containing *1 , ..., *l . For
. # C1(I ) we have
- n [.(M n)&.(M )]
d :
l
j=1 {.$(*j) tr(GPj) Pj+.(*j) :k{j
PkGPj+Pj GPk
*j&*k = ,
as n  . (2.2)
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Proof. The standard proof is immediate from
- n [.(* nj) P nj&.(*j) Pj]
=- n [.(* nj)&.(*j)] Pj+- n .(*j)(P nj&Pj)
+- n [.(* nj)&.(*j)](P nj&Pj)=: An+Bn+Rn . (2.3)
It is obvious from (1.2) and (1.3) that Rn=op(1), as n  . Moreover
- n [.(* nj) & .(*j)] = - n [.$(*j)(* nj & *j) + o(* nj & *j)] = .$(*j) - n
(* nj&*j)+op(1). The result follows from (1.2) and (1.3) by combination
and subsequent summation over j. K
Example 2.1. By taking .(x)=x, x # R, we obtain
:
l
j=1 {(tr GPj) Pj+*j :k{j
PkGPj+PjGPk
*j&*k ==d G. (2.4)
In order to better understand this equality let us introduce the matrices
Pjk := pj pk* , with Pjj=Pj . (2.5)
These matrices form an orthonormal basis for R l_l considered as the linear
space of all l_l matrices with inner product trA*B for A, B # R l_l .
Expanding the symmetric random matrix G in this basis we obtain
G=:
j
:
k
(tr GPjk) Pjk
=:
j
(tr GPj) Pj+: :
j{k
(tr GPjk) Pjk , (2.6)
so that the single sum in (2.4) is accounted for. To verify the double sum
note that
Pj GPk=:
:
:
;
[tr(Pjj GPkk)* P:;] P:;
=:
:
:
;
(tr Pkk GPjj P:;) P:;
=:
;
(tr PkkGPjj Pj;) Pj;
=:
;
(tr PkkGPj;) Pj;
=:
;
(tr GPj;Pkk) Pj;
=(tr GPjkPkk) Pjk=(tr GPjk) Pjk . (2.7)
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Similarly we have, of course, PkGPj=(tr GPkj) Pkj and hence
PjGPk+Pk GPj=(tr GPjk) Pjk+(tr GPkj) Pkj
=(tr GPjk) Pjk+(tr PkjG) Pkj
=(tr GPjk) Pjk+[tr(PkjG)*] Pkj
=(tr GPjk)(Pjk+Pkj). (2.8)
The equality of the two expressions now follows by cancellation in (2.4).
Example 2.2. For application in Section 3 let us next consider
.(x)=x!, x>0, ! # R. Because .$(x)=!x!&1, x>0, we have the following
result:
- n (M !n&M !)  d :
l
j=1 {!*
!&1
j (tr GPj) Pj+*
!
j :
k{j
Pk GPj+Pj GPk
*j&*k = ,
as n  . (2.9)
For !<0 we assume M n and M to be invertible.
3. SOME COMMENTS ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
3.1. Classical Principal Component Analysis
Let X1 , ..., Xn be i.i.d. random vectors in R l , the coordinates of which
have finite fourth moments. The matrix generating the sample principal
components is the sample covariance matrix
S :=
1
n&1
:
n
i=1
(Xi&X )(Xi&X )*, (3.1)
where X :=n&1 ni=1 Xi . Without loss of generality we will consider the
case where EXi=0, and where we may replace X with 0 in (3.1). We will
assume that the covariance matrix 7 of Xi has eigenvalues satisfying
*1> } } } >*l>0. Let 7=
l
j=1 *jpj pj*=
l
j=1 *j Pj be the spectral decom-
position. Note that there exist random vectors Zi such that
Xi=712Zi , (3.2)
and such that the covariance matrix of the Zi equals the identity I. At this
point let us make the extra assumption that
the vectors Zi have independent components. (3.3)
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It should be noted that this independence is automatically fulfilled if the
vectors Xi are multivariate normal.
Simple application of the multivariate central limit theorem yields that
- n (S&7)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1 \7
12 n
n&1
ZiZ i*712&7+
=712 { 1- n :
n
i=1 \
n
n&1
Zi Zi*&I+= 712
d 712H712=: G, as n  , (3.4)
where H is a symmetric Gaussian matrix with mutually independent
elements Hjk in the upper triangle and on the diagonal such that
Hjk=d {N(0, 1),N(0, #2j ),
j{k
j=k, #2j :=E(Z
2
ij&1)
2.
(3.5)
Hence a rather interesting relation is established between the Gaussian
limit matrix G and the population covariance matrix 7. In the normal case
we have
#2j =2, j=1, ..., l. (3.6)
It is immediate from (3.4) and the spectral decomposition of 7 that
tr GPj=tr 712H712Pj=tr 712Pj 712H
=*j tr PjH=*jtr( pj pj*) H
=*j :
l
:=1
:
l
;=1
pj: pj;H:; . (3.7)
Now observe that EH:;H:$;$ {0 only if (:, ;)=(:$, ;$) or (;$, :$). From
(3.7) we have
E(tr GPj)(tr GPk)=*j*k :
:, ;
:
:$, ;$
pj: pj; pk:$ pk;$EH:; H:$;$
=*j *k { :a{; ( pj: pj; pk: pk;EH
2
:;+ pj: pj; pk;pk: EH:;H;:)
+ :
:=;
pj: pj; pk: pk; EH2:;=
=2*j *k( pj , pk) 2+*j *k :
:
p2j: p
2
k:(#
2
:&2), (3.8)
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where in obtaining the second last equality we have used (3.5). This entails
the following result.
Theorem 3.1. If the Xi are multivariate normal we have
- n (* nj&*j) d N(0, 2*2j ), as n  , (3.9)
and the * nj are asymptotically independent. Otherwise we have
- n (* nj&*j) d N \0, *2j {2+ :
l
:=1
p4j: (#
2
:&2)=+ , as n  , (3.10)
provided that the components of Xi have finite fourth moments and (3.3) is
satisfied. A sufficient condition for the * nj to be asymptotically independent
in this case is that #2j =2, j=1, ..., l.
For normal vectors the result has been obtained in Anderson (1963) in
a different manner. Watson (1983) considers this example but does not go
into the details of the weak convergence in (3.4) and the ensuing special
properties of the weak convergence of the eigenvalues.
3.2. Robust Principal Components
There are various approaches to robust principal component analysis.
One is based on replacing the sums of squares to be minimized by more
robust distance measures (Pearson (1901)). A second possibility is follow-
ing the usual principal component method based on a robust version of the
covariance or correlation matrix (Maronna (1976), Huber (1977), Devlin
et al. (1981)). It is also possible to use projection pursuit methods leading
to maximization of univariate robust dispersion estimators over all direc-
tions (Huber (1981), Ruymgaart (1981)). Here we will follow the second
approach based on a rank correlation matrix. Our purpose is to derive the
limiting distribution of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this robust
correlation matrix by first proving the asymptotic normality of the matrix
itself.
Suppose that X1 , ..., Xn are i.i.d. random vectors in R l with a distribution
that has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let R1j , ..., Rnj be the
ranks of the j th components X1j , ..., Xnj of these random vectors. The rank
correlation matrix R n will have components
\^jk :=
1
n
:
n
i=1
Rij
n
Rik
n
, j{k, (3.11)
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which are the Spearman rank correlation coefficients for the j th and the
kth coordinates (1 j{kl). For j=k we define
\^kk :=
1
n
:
n
i=1 \
i
n+
2
=
1
3
+
1
2n
+
1
6n2
. (3.12)
Writing Fk for the cumulative distribution function of the Xik and Fj, k for the
bivariate cumulative distribution function of the pairs (Xij , Xik) let us define
\jk :=|| Fj (x) Fk( y) dFj, k(x, y), j{k, (3.13)
\kk :=| Fk(x) Fk(x) dFk(x)= 13 , (3.14)
and write R for the matrix of the \jk . Both R n and R are symmetric
matrices. As has been noted in Devlin et al. (1981), robust correlation
matrices are not necessarily positive definite, but in the present case both
R n and R are positive definite as well.
Furthermore let us define the i.i.d. random variables (i=1, ..., n)
A (i )jk =Fj (Xij) Fk(Xik)&\jk
+|| [1(&, x](Xij)&Fj (x)] Fk( y) dFj, k(x, y)
+|| Fj (x)[1(&, y](Xik)&Fk( y)] dFj, k(x, y), j{k, (3.15)
A (i )kk=0. (3.16)
The random matrix A of the A jk is also symmetric.
Theorem 3.2. For each underlying density f we have
- n (R n&R) d G, as n  , (3.17)
where G is a Gaussian random matrix with Gkk=0 and, for any 1in,
Ef Gjk=0, Ef Gjk Gj $k$=Ef A (i )jk A
(i )
j $k$ . (3.18)
Proof. Well-known ChernoffSavage type results for the limiting dis-
tribution of rank correlation statistics under fixed alternatives entail that
- n ( \^jk&\jk)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
A (i )jk +op(1), as n  , (3.19)
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see, e.g., Bhuchongkul (1964), Ruymgaart et al. (1972). Since the central
limit theorem applies to the i.i.d. first order terms on the right in (3.15) the
claims of the theorem are immediate. K
Corollary 3.1. Let us assume that the underlying density f is such that
the matrix R is strictly positive with all eigenvalues different. Then each
eigenvector and eigenvalue of R n is asymptotically normal with distributions
determined by (1.2) and (1.3) respectively for the matrix G specified in (3.11)
and (3.12).
4. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
In this section we will apply Example 2.2 to obtain the asymptotic dis-
tribution of Roy’s (1953) union intersection test statistic for the &-sample
problem, under a fixed alternative. Let n1 , ..., n& be positive integers and let,
for each j=1, ..., & the Xji , i=1, ..., nj , be i.i.d. random vectors in R l with
mean +j and covariance matrix 7 independent of j. The & samples are sup-
posed to be mutually independent as well and we will, moreover, assume
that the fourth order moments of the components Xji (k), k=1, ..., l, are all
finite. For each direction a # R l , &a&=1, let us consider the within and
between sample covariance matrices defined, as usual, by
SW :=
1
n&1
:
j
:
i
(Xji&X j v )(Xji&X j v )*, (4.1)
SB :=
1
&&1
:
j
nj (X j v &X v v)(X j v &X v v)*, (4.2)
respectively, where n :=n1+ } } } +n& and
X j v :=
1
nj
:
nj
i=1
Xji , X v v=
1
n
:
&
j=1
:
nj
i=1
Xji . (4.3)
In the case where the Xji are known to be distributed according to an
l-variate normal distribution with mean +j and covariance matrix 7, for
i=1, ..., nj , the statistic a*SBaa*SW a yields the usual F-test for testing the
null hypothesis a*+1= } } } =a*+& , based on the real valued random
variables a*Xji . For testing the multivariate null hypothesis +1= } } } =+&
Roy’s (1953) union intersection test rejects the null hypothesis for large
values of
* l= max
&a&=1
a*SBa
a*SW a
= max
&a&=1
a*S &12W SBS
&12
W a, (4.4)
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where * l is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix S
&12
W SBS
&12
W . The
likelihood ratio test is based on the product * 1_ } } } * l of the eigenvalues.
Of course, in order to be able to use * l as a test statistic we need its exact
or limiting distribution under the null hypothesis (see Muirhead (1982),
Anderson (1984)).
It is our purpose to derive the asymptotic distribution of * l under a fixed
alternative, abandoning the normality assumption. Let us assume that the
+j are not all equal, that
nj
n
=%j+o(n&12), as n  , (4.5)
and let us write + :=&j=1 %j+j , and
MB :=
1
&&1
:
&
j=1
%j (+j&+ )(+j&+ )*. (4.6)
For SB , let X cj=X j } &+j . By examining the product and using nX cj
X *cj=Op(1), we have
1
n
SB&MB= :
&
j=1
aj X cj+Op \1n+ ,
where the aj ’s are bounded deterministic quantities.
Similarly,
SW=
1
n&1
:
j
:
i
Xcij X*cij+Op \1n+ ,
where Xcij=Xij&+j . From these two representations it follows that if
EXk Xl Xm=0, (4.7)
where Xk is the k th component of Xcij , etc., then
- n \
SW&:
1
n
SB&MB+d \GWGB + , as n  , (4.8)
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for two independent Gaussian matrices GW and GB . For suitable projections
PWj , PBj , we have
:= :
l
j=1
*WjPWj ,
MB= :
l
j=1
*BjPBj ,
where we assume the *Wj are distinct as are the *Bj .
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions made in the preceding paragraph
we have
n12 \S &12W SBn S &12W &7&12MB7&12+
d HWMB7&12+7&12MBHW+7&12GB7&12,
as n  , (4.9)
where HW is given by the limiting random matrix on the right in (2.9) with
G replaced by GW and with !=&12.
Proof. First let us write
n12 \S &12W SBn S &12W &7&12MB7&12+
=n12(S &12W &7
&12)(n&1SB) S &12W
+n127&12(n&1SB&MB) S &12W
+n127&12MB(S &12W &7
&12). (4.10)
The claim in (4.9) is now immediate from (4.8) and Example 2.2. In fact
we see that n12(S &12W &7
&12) converges in distribution to the expression
on the right in (2.9) with G replaced by GW and with !=&12. Moreover,
we have that n12(SB n&MB) d GB and S &12W  p 7
&12. Substitution in
(4.10) yields the desired result. K
To find the limiting normal distribution of * l it remains to apply
Watson’s (1983) general result in (1.3) to the limiting Gaussian matrix on
the right in (4.9). For this application we also need all eigenvalues of
7&12MB7&12 to be distinct. For this it will be necessary that MB be of
rank l for which, in turn, we need &l.
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5. CANONICAL CORRELATION
Let X1 , ..., Xn be i.i.d. random vectors in R l such that the fourth order
moments of the components Xi (k), k=1, ..., l, are all finite. Let 7 denote
the common covariance matrix which is supposed to be of full rank l. Let
us partition the X*i into (X*i1 , X*i2) where Xi1 and Xi2 have dimension l1 and
l2 respectively (l1+l2=l). Let S denote the sample covariance matrix. Both
7 and S will be partitioned accordingly as
7=\711 712721 722+ , S=\
S11 S12
S21 S22+ . (5.1)
We will also assume that all eigenvalues of 7&1211 7127
&1
22 7217
&12
11 are dis-
tinct, the largest of which will be denoted by \2. The positive square root,
\, is called the first canonical correlation. Similarly, let \^2 be the largest
eigenvalue of S &1211 S12S
&1
22 S21S
&12
11 with \^ the positive square root called
the first sample canonical correlation.
Since n12(S&7) d G, as n  , for some Gaussian matrix G with
mean 0, we may write
n12 \S11&711 S12&712S21&721 S22&722+d \
G11 G12
G21 G22+ , as n  , (5.2)
where G is partitioned in a similar manner. Writing
7&&= :
l&
j=1
*&jP&j , &=1, 2, (5.3)
for the spectral representation of 711 and 722 , the joint convergence in
(5.2), Example 2.2, and the continuity of the mapping involved entail the
joint convergence
n12 \S
&12
11 &7
&12
11
S &1222 &7
&12
22 +d \
H1
H2+ , as n  , (5.4)
where
H1 := :
l1
j=1 {&
(tr G11P1j) P1j
2*1j - *1j
+ :
k{j
P1k G11P1j+P1jG11 P1k
- *1j (*1j&*1k) = , (5.5)
H2 := :
l2
j=1 {&
(tr G22P2j) P2j
2*2j - *2j
+ :
k{j
P2k G22P2j+P2jG22 P2k
- *2j (*2j&*2k) = . (5.6)
The proof of the following result follows the simple pattern of the proof of
Theorem 4.1 and will be omitted.
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Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions and with the notation introduced
above we have
n12(S &1211 S12S
&1
22 S21S
&12
11 &7
&12
11 7127
&1
22 7217
&12
11 )
d (H1 712 7&122 721 7
&12
11 +7
&12
11 G127
&1
22 7217
&12
11
+7&1211 712(2H27
&12
22 ) 7217
&12
11 +7
&12
11 7127
&1
22 G217
&12
11
+7&1211 7127
&1
22 721 H1), as n  . (5.7)
The limiting normal distribution of \^2 is obtained by applying (1.3) to
the limiting Gaussian matrix on the right in (5.7) where, again for reasons
of presentation, we need all eigenvalues of 7&1211 7127
&1
22 7217
&12
11 to be
distinct.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In multivariate analysis it is rather common that statistics have com-
plicated distributions and a new method of computation cannot, of course,
yield a simpler answer. The examples in Section 3 and Section 4 might be
tractable, but the situation in Section 5 seems rather difficult. Since our aim
was to draw attention to a theoretical solution we refrain from considering
the question of practical implementation in this paper.
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